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Abstract Experiments on leading-edge vortex (LEV)

growth and detachment from a plunging profile have been

conducted in a free-surface water tunnel. Direct-force and

velocity-field measurements have been performed at a

Reynolds number of Re = 10,000, a reduced frequency of

k = 0.25, and a Strouhal number of St = 0.16, for three

varying leading-edge geometries. The leading-edge shape

is shown to influence the shear layer feeding the LEV, and

thus to some extent the development of the LEV and

associated flow topology. This effect in turn influences the

arrival time of the rear (LEV) stagnation point at the

trailing edge, which, once breached, constitutes a detach-

ment of the LEV. It is found that despite minor phase

changes in LEV detachment through leading-edge shape,

the position of the trailing edge (chord length) should be

chosen as the characteristic length scale for the vortex

separation process.

1 Introduction

Despite the numerous competing selective pressures in

nature, it is reasonable to assume that wing or fin kine-

matics for flying and swimming animals is very much

driven by aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance.

Even at smaller scales associated with insect flight, where

controlled flow separation in the form of leading-edge

vortices (LEVs) and trailing-edge vortices (TEVs) is

associated with high propulsive efficiencies or rates of

acceleration, one must infer that wing kinematics is tuned

to their respective flight envelopes. By comparing a large

variety of flying and swimming animals in cruise condi-

tions, Taylor et al. (2003) speculated that these animals

have evolved stroke kinematics to satisfy a Strouhal

number range of 0.2 B St B 0.4. The Strouhal number here

is defined as

St ¼ fd

U1
¼ 2fh

U1
; ð1Þ

where f is the flapping or plunging frequency, h the wing-

or fin-tip excursion (such that the wake width is twice the

amplitude, d = 2h) and U1 the cruising speed. When

looking more specifically toward avian flight, Nudds et al.

(2004) found that the cruising stroke kinematics converged

toward a Strouhal number of St & 0.2. Similarly,

Triantafyllou et al. (1991) found a peak in propulsive

efficiency for fish and cetaceans at 0.25 B St B 0.35. More

recently, Dabiri (2009) proposed that the inverse of the

Strouhal number is essentially equivalent to the concept of

vortex formation time. In general, by relating the flux of

vorticity-containing mass into the vortex (see, e.g., Sattari

et al. (2012)), one can show that the optimal vortex

formation (T̂) must coincide with observed cruising

kinematics found in nature according to

T̂ ¼ C
DDUs

� ðU1TdÞDUs=d
ð2hÞDUs

¼ U1
2fh
¼ 1

St
; ð2Þ

where D is the characteristic length scale (2h in this case)

and C the vortex circulation, which can be approximated as

the advection of vorticity from the feeding shear layer into

the LEV at U1 across a uniform shear layer with thickness
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d during the dimensional time of vortex growth T. The

vorticity generated at the leading edge can be approximated

by the velocity difference dUs divided by the characteristic

shear layer thickness (d). As a first extension of this con-

cept to flapping flight, the chord length of the profile (c),

equal to half the plunge amplitude, was used as the char-

acteristic length scale and as such Rival et al. (2009) found

that the concept of optimal vortex formation satisfied the

LEV pinch-off criterion for a plunging profile. However, as

more extensive parameter spaces were subsequently

explored, poorer agreement with this optimal vortex for-

mation concept was observed; see for instance Rival et al.

(2010) as well as DeVoria and Ringuette (2011).

In direct contrast to the above concept of optimal vortex

formation originally proposed by Gharib et al. (1998),

Afanasyev (2006), Pedrizzetti (2010), and Domenichini

(2011), each found that the prediction of vortex detachment

based on the formation number concept was not satisfied

for their respective, nominally two-dimensional, starting

orifice flows. Instead, it was suggested that perhaps the

inherent instabilities of the shear layer itself are critical to

the vortex detachment process. On those grounds, Sattari

et al. (2012) used a dielectric barrier discharge plasma

actuator to generate an isolated line vortex devoid of any

external characteristic length scales such as other vortical

structures or walls. In this study, a gradual vortex detach-

ment from the feeding shear layer was observed, thus

suggesting that vortex-vortex or vortex-wall interactions

are inherently necessary for the more distinct pinch-off

process observed in nature to take place.

When focusing on LEVs generated during dynamic stall

on a rapidly pitching or plunging profile, the growth and

subsequent detachment of the LEV was found to be

delayed at higher reduced frequencies but not with varying

Strouhal number; see Baik et al. (2012). Nevertheless, for

all cases, the ejection of counter-rotating vorticity induced

by the LEV in proximity to the wall was observed. This

process was first documented by Gendrich (1999) on a

pitching NACA0012 profile, where such vortex-induced

separations on wall-bounded structures lead to the sub-

sequent roll up of vortical structures through a viscous–

inviscid interaction, as described by Doligalski et al.

(1994). Therefore, based on these above competing

observations, one must naturally ask the following ques-

tion: What mechanism or mechanisms are in fact respon-

sible for the vortex detachment process on an unsteady

profile?

The variety of proposed vortex detachment mechanisms

ranging from global (inviscid) topological arguments to

local (viscous) effects such as shear layer instabilities or

counter-clockwise vortex ejection on the wall provides the

community with little closure to this problem. For this

reason, the present study systematically addresses the

effect of leading-edge shape as a means to identify the

possible influence of shear layer development (vortex

feeding) on the vortex detachment process. By studying the

apparent effect of a variety of leading-edge geometries on

vortex growth, along with the associated vortex ejection

behavior on the profile surface itself, it is possible to verify

whether global flow topology—and thus the concept of

optimal vortex formation—is indeed the pertinent mecha-

nism for the vortex separation on such bodies. In the fol-

lowing, the experimental setup including the profile

geometries and the velocimetry system will be explained in

detail.

2 Experimental methods

The experiments were conducted in a free-surface water

tunnel at a free-stream velocity of U1 ¼ 0:2 m/s equiva-

lent to Re = 10,000 based on chord; see Fig. 1. For this

condition, the turbulence intensity at the test position was

measured as approximately 0.3 %. Three different aero-

dynamic profiles, each with a chord length of c = 50 mm,

were tested. Among these profiles, a NACA0012 airfoil

and two 3-mm-thick flat plates with round and sharp

leading edges were compared to ascertain the influence of

the modified shear layer on vortex growth and detachment.

The sharp edges on the plates had 30� angles measured

from the plate surface. The NACA0012 airfoil also had a

sharp trailing edge. The models spanned from the free

surface to the tunnel floor with an aspect ratio of nearly 10

and a floor gap of approximately 1 mm. Free-surface

effects were negligible for these relatively slow motions.

The degree of unsteadiness was chosen to fall within the

optimal Strouhal number range described by Nudds et al.

(2004) such that the reduced frequency of the pure-plunge

motion was set to k = 0.25, where

k ¼ pfc

U1
: ð3Þ

All profiles were set to a geometric angle of incidence of

a = 0�. The profiles were then accelerated from rest lat-

erally for one half of a harmonic plunging motion with

amplitude of h = c and resulting maximum effective angle

of attack of aeff = 26�. The Strouhal number, based on the

peak-to-peak motion of the trailing edge (d = 2h), was

therefore set to St = 0.16 as a representative propulsive

state found in nature.

To generate the above plunging motion, a custom six

degree-of-freedom hexapod manipulator was used. The

instantaneous forces were sampled at 1,000 Hz and were

measured using a six-component ATI Gamma sensor

flanged to the hexapod manipulator, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Dynamic tares with the tunnel drained were also performed
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so as to remove the inertial contribution to the forces. Note

that, even before removing this inertial contribution, these

effects were \10 % of the total force. The recorded force

data were further post-processed by means of a second-

order Savitzky–Golay filter to smooth the raw signal in a

least-squares fit (271 ms span, see e.g., Savitzky and Golay

(1964) for details). A time-resolved, two-component par-

ticle image velocimetry (PIV) system was used to quantify

the flow field on a plane normal to the profile, allowing the

LEV growth to be characterized over the half cycle. The

LaVision PIV system comprised a Photonics Industries

Nd:YLF (k = 527 nm) single-cavity laser and a Photron

APX-RS high-speed camera (12-bit monochrome image of

1,024 9 1,024 pixel resolution). The PIV system was

operated in single-frame mode at a repetition rate of 500

frames per second and a pulse duration of 350 ns to capture

786 snapshots per plunge cycle. Flow fields were calcu-

lated with a multi-grid/multi-pass cross-correlation algo-

rithm. Square interrogation areas with a final/initial length

of 16/128 pixels and 75 % overlap were chosen to retain

the velocity gradients in the flow patterns. Outliers (\6 %)

were eliminated using a neighborhood validation with a

3 9 3 moving average. Finally, each interrogation area

was temporally filtered similarly to the force data histories

with the second-order Savitzky–Golay filter (31 ms span),

thus improving the salience of the coherent structures. This

100 mm by 100 mm field of view resulted in approxi-

mately 100 datums per chord with an estimated velocity

uncertainty of 2 % of free stream. Based on the first-order

central-differencing scheme used here, the normalized

vorticity and circulation uncertainties were then estimated

to be ±0.5 and ±0.05, respectively.

3 Results and discussion

In Fig. 2, both time- and angle-dependent lift forces are

shown for all profiles. The results are characteristic of

deep dynamic stall, i.e., after lift reaches a maximum

near the middle of the downstroke, a sharp drop in force

can be observed. Based on ten measurements per profile,

the uncertainty at every phase in the cycle was deter-

mined to be less than DCl ¼ �0:2: As such there is

statistical significance in the observed differences

between the sharp and round profiles. This result indi-

cates that LEV development is affected by leading-edge

shape and thus the local shear layer profile, as was

previously observed for various steady shear layers; see

Sattari et al. (2012). When looking at individual PIV

measurements for extreme cases of the sharp and round

profiles, as shown in Fig. 3, run-to-run variations are

found to be small compared to the differences between

the two profiles.

(b)

(c)(a)

Fig. 1 Experimental setup:

a water-tunnel test section with

hexapod, force/moment sensor

and profile; b profile shapes

(not-to-scale); and c PIV setup

with profile-fixed coordinate

system
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Fig. 2 Lift history shown for the three leading-edge geometries
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Figure 4 shows the dimensionless growth rate of LEV

circulation for the various profiles based on integrating all

clockwise vorticity in the field of view; note all clockwise

vorticity is in this field of view during the growth stage. It

is observed that initially, there is a lag in growth, particu-

larly for the round leading edge, but by t/T = 0.1, a steady

value is observed for all cases. The lag in LEV growth can

be qualitatively observed in Fig. 5, which compares the

instantaneous vorticity distributions for the three profiles

throughout the LEV development and detachment process.

In general, the LEV growth and detachment process are

similar, although the sharp profile appears most advanced

in time compared to the other two cases. Early on at t/

T = 0.15, the formation of a clockwise LEV and a smooth

counter-clockwise wake leaving the trailing edge is

observed. The ejecting boundary layer can be identified for

t/T C 0.20, which represents the beginning of cross-anni-

hilation between the two vortical layers. At approximately

t/T = 0.25, the phase of maximum lift, the LEV begins to

move away from the profile and the vorticity generated at

the trailing edge is no longer convected immediately into

the wake, but accumulates at the trailing edge instead.

To characterize these observed trends, a time-dependent

topological analysis of the flow is performed. As discussed

by Foss (2004), a flow domain is classified by the Euler

characteristic, such that the value vsurface of its corre-

sponding surface/area remains constant for a given number

of handles within and holes across the domain. Typically,

flows are characterized topologically by (collapsed)

spheres, i.e., planes of arbitrary size and orientation.

Handles are obstacles surrounded by flow within the

domain, and inlet and outlet cross-sections are referred to

as holes.

In particular, vsurface is defined by

vsurface ¼ 2� 2
X

handles�
X

holes; ð4Þ

where the constant value 2 in Eq. (4) represents the

Poincaré index of the sphere (see e.g., Perry and Chong

(1987) for details). For the present flow scenario, the only

handle inside the considered domain is the plunging plate

and two holes are given by inflow and outflow boundaries,

which are represented schematically in Fig. 6.

Accordingly, Eq. (4) results in vsurface = -2 , which has

to be satisfied by all possible flow topologies, i.e., by the

distinct singular points within the domain. Full nodes N and

saddles S classify singular points inside the flow field,

whereas half-nodes N0 and half-saddles S0 describe flow

singularities on solid walls and flow-dividing seams, also

described by Hunt et al. (1978). By definition, all singular

points must satisfy the Euler characteristic according to

vsurface ¼ 2
X

N þ
X

N 0 � 2
X

S�
X

S0 ¼ �2: ð5Þ
Note that, full singularities are weighted twice in

Eq. (5). Refer to Foss (2004), Hunt et al. (1978), and Perry

Fig. 3 Vorticity distribution of three separate tests for sharp (upper row) and round (lower row) profiles at t/T = 0.25 demonstrating the

repeatability between one test and the next
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Fig. 4 The dimensionless growth rate of LEV circulation plotted for

the three leading-edge geometries. Note every fifth time step shown

for sake of clarity
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Fig. 5 Vorticity distribution for sharp (left), round (middle) and NACA 0012 (right) profiles for t/T = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 Sketches of possible topological scenarios for a collapsed

sphere with one handle (plate) and two holes (inflow/outflow

boundary): a attached flow with two half-saddles S0 at leading and

trailing edge, b a separated region on the plate leads to one additional

node N and two additional half-saddles S0, c the rear stagnation point

S0 and trailing-edge stagnation point S0 merge to a (separated) full-

saddle S such that the channel for reversed flow opens, as indicated by

the red arrow (half-saddle S0 , full-saddle S , node N , boundary

switch point , domain of interest dotted line)
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and Chong (1987) for further details on singularity-based

topology analysis of flow phenomena.

Figure 6a shows a simple example of an attached flow,

where two half-saddles S0 are located at the leading and

trailing edges of a plate to satisfy vsurface = -2. The

complexity of the flow field is increased once a separated

region (such as an LEV) above the plate is added (Fig. 6b).

However, the additional two half-saddles S0 and the full

node N add up to a zero net change in Eq. (5). Note that,

this latter topology is observed for all leading-edge

geometries.

The half-saddle at the trailing edges of Fig. 6a and b

therefore represents nearly parallel flow off of the trailing

edge. As the LEV in Fig. 6b grows, its rear stagnation point

(half-saddle) moves toward the trailing edge, which even-

tually reaches the trailing-edge half-saddle. During this

period, the half-saddle at the trailing edge remains sta-

tionary, although vorticity is being created. This is the

discontinuity which violates the Kutta condition. Once both

half-saddles merge, their respective flow (direction)

characteristics are combined, which inevitably leads to a

separation of the resulting new (full) saddle S, as indicated

in Fig. 6c. This separation leads to the opening of a channel

for reversed flow, which is indicated by the red arrow in

Fig. 6c.

This process is supported by the experimental data in

Fig. 7, where streamlines are overlaid over top of the

instantaneous vorticity field at a few critical time steps. In

particular, one observes the movement of the rear LEV

stagnation point (half-saddle) toward the trailing edge. At

approximately t/T = 0.25, the rear stagnation point S0

reaches the trailing edge, at which point merging and lift-

ing-off into the (combined) full-saddle S begin. At this

time, flow reversal from the trailing edge occurs such that a

TEV develops. This rapid movement of fluid generates

counter-clockwise vorticity around the trailing edge (see

Fig. 6c) and connects with the ejection shear layer on the

suction side. After the connection of counter-clockwise

layers, the counter-clockwise vorticity breaks through to

the leading edge and intersects the primary LEV from its

Fig. 7 Dimensionless vorticity field and streamlines for the sharp profile at a few critical time steps during the LEV detachment process. The

diamond indicates the rear (LEV) stagnation point, which is found to reach the trailing edge at approximately t/T = 0.25

(b)(a)

Fig. 8 Surface velocity based

on chordwise flow (a) and

surface vorticity (b), both

calculated using the first four

interrogation areas above the

sharp profile surface. The trace

of the rear (LEV) stagnation

point for the instantaneous test

is superimposed on both images

and clearly follows the ejection

process
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feeding layer. This rear stagnation point lift-off process, as

described above, coincides with the rapid drop in lift at

approximately t/T = 0.25, as seen in Fig. 2. This rapid

communication of trailing-edge vorticity back toward the

feeding shear layer suggests that the trailing edge (chord

length) is in fact the primary characteristic length scale for

vortex detachment, at least for this range of kinematics, as

originally proposed in Rival et al. (2009)

When comparing the movement of the rear stagnation

point to the evolution of the ejection layer on the plate

surface, as shown in Fig. 8, a strong correlation can be

observed. In Fig. 8a, the tangential velocity to the surface,

averaged over the first four interrogation windows off of

the surface, shows clearly the reverse flow in front of the

rear stagnation point. In Fig. 8b, the tangential shear or

surface vorticity is defined as follows:

s ¼ ou

oy
; ð6Þ

and shows the evolution in strength of the ejection layer in

front of the rear stagnation point as well. The trace of the

rear (LEV) stagnation point has been superimposed on

these figures. These results imply that the vortex

development, which is fed by the leading-edge shear

layer, is critical to the timing of rear stagnation point lift-

off. Thus, when comparing sharp and round leading-edge

shapes with one another, as shown in Fig. 9, a distinct

delay in the movement of the rear stagnation point is

observed, which is related to the delayed growth and

ejection process on the round profile. The phase lag

associated with the arrival of the rear stagnation point is

approximately Dt=T ¼ 0:05, which suggests that despite

the trailing edge (i.e., chord length) being the limiting

length scale for vortex growth, the rate at which the vortex

is fed (dictated by the leading-edge shape and thus shear

layer profile) can affect the growth period. This observation

agrees with the conclusions made by Baik et al. (2012),

where vortex growth can be delayed with increasing

reduced frequency (varying convective time scale or chord

length) but not with Strouhal number (constant convective

time scale but different plunge or pitch amplitude). Hence,

the length scale characterizing the sharpness of the leading

edge, e.g., radius of curvature, also affects vortex

detachment, if only in a subordinate manner.

In Fig. 10, a similar topological analysis is provided for

the ejection layer region near the leading edge. Here, two

additional half-saddles, two additional nodes, and one new

full-saddle are qualitatively observed in the flow field once

the ejection layer intersects with the feeding shear layer;

see for instance streamlines for t/T = 0.25 and 0.3 in

Fig. 7. With this general topology in mind, it is not

unreasonable to assume that with appropriate flow control

downstream of the leading edge that the ejection behavior

could be affected and in turn strengthen the LEV before its

rear stagnation point reaches the trailing edge and hence

influence the maximum lift.

As a final discussion, some form of reconciliation across

the extreme variations in Reynolds number of flyers and

swimmers must be attempted. Despite such a large range of

size and speeds spanning four orders of magnitude in

Reynolds number, Taylor et al. (2003) observed that

Strouhal numbers collapse. At intermediate and high

Reynolds numbers, it is expected that the ejection process

on the profile surface will be relatively slow and the overall

chord length (trailing edge) would most certainly be the

characteristic limiting scale for vortex growth. On the other

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4
Sharp airfoil (averaged)
Round airfoil (averaged)

Fig. 9 The averaged trajectories of the rear stagnation point for both

sharp and round leading edges. The observed phase lag for the round

leading-edge case corresponds to the delayed LEV development and

reduced lift. Note error bars represent two standard deviations

(b)(a)

Fig. 10 Sketches of the

topological scenario (a) before

and (b) after the first LEV is

separated from the plate (half-

saddle S0 , full-saddle S ,

node N , boundary switch point

, domain of interest dotted

line)
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hand, for insect flight at the low end of the spectrum, it can

be assumed that the ejection of vorticity on the profile will

dominate and possibly even cancel out any further LEV

growth through cross-annihilation. As such, two competing

effects—the first viscous (ejection layer) and the other

inviscid (lift-off of saddle and flow reversal)—can be

deemed responsible for the LEV detachment process.

However, the latter (inviscid) mechanism is expected to

dominate the majority of cases where the Reynolds number

is on the order of 1,000 or higher.

4 Conclusions

This study has addressed the detachment process of a

leading-edge vortex from plunging profiles with varying

leading-edge geometries. The kinematics (Strouhal num-

ber and reduced frequency) as well as variations in the

effective angle of attack is chosen to be the representa-

tive of swimming and flying conditions in animals. The

effect of the leading-edge geometry is found to mildly

affect the onset of LEV growth but not the growth rate.

While the onset of growth and thus interaction with

ejection of boundary layer vorticity may be delayed or

accelerated by choice of a particular leading-edge

geometry, the overall topology of the LEV detachment

process remains unchanged. The topology associated

with the LEV–wall interaction is connected with an

additional full-saddle point, two additional half-saddles,

and two new nodes. This process is, however, uncorre-

lated with the merging of the LEV reattachment half-

saddle and the trailing-edge half-saddle to form a free-

saddle, which then lifts off from the trailing edge. Once

the half-saddles merge, an open channel for reverse flow

from the trailing edge is free to connect with the ejection

layer on the plate surface. This suggests that the chord

length of the profile is the main characteristic length

scale in describing the LEV detachment process, in

particular at medium-to-high Reynolds numbers where

the interaction process of the feeding shear layer with

the erupting boundary layer will be relatively slow. The

length scale associated with the leading-edge geometry

appears to be secondary in this process.
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